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        Heatshield Exhaust Wrap: Header & Exhaust Wrap Benefits & Facts

Exhaust wrap on the header and other exhaust components can reduce radiant heat damage and help exhaust gasses flow better. High-quality exhaust systems show no adverse side effects from an exhaust heat wrap.

	Stops exhaust-related heat up to 50%
	Lowers under-hood temperatures
	Increases exhaust gas flow (scavenging)
	Can improve performance and mileage
	Made in the USA
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								Lava® Exhaust Wrap - The Original Lava® Wrap
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								NEW - Stealth™ Lava® Exhaust Wrap - Black Version of The Original Lava® Wrap
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								Exhaust Heat Wrap
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								Inferno™ Wrap - True 2000°F
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								Black Exhaust Wrap
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								Exhaust Wrap Kits - Your Favorite Exhaust Wraps with Stainless Ties
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Increase Fuel Efficiency with a Header Heat Wrap

Our exhaust wrap and header heat wrap can reduce exhaust pipe and underhood temperatures by up to 50%.Keep the heat inside your vehicle’s exhaust system and increase the power of your vehicle with our automotive exhaust header wraps. Less radiation heat means greater efficiency and a more comfortable ride for your passengers. Whether you’re an everyday driver or a professional on the racetrack, our thermal exhaust insulation wrap can reduce your fuel consumption and increase your power. Check out our top exhaust heat wrap here.

 

Thinner Exhaust Gas for More Power 

Using exhaust wraps to wrap your header pipes and exhaust pipes with heat wrap can reduce the amount of heat that is radiated from the vehicle’s tubing and retain more of this heat inside the system. The lower gas density caused by the block-effects of the exhaust heat shield wrap then creates a scavenger effect that pulls the intake gasses more quickly through the system, lowering intake temperatures and increasing power.

When exhaust header wrap is used in turbo applications, this scavenger effect can make the turbo spool faster, reducing the “flutter” of the throttle and building more boost in less time. In short, our wraps can help you go faster, sooner, without the troublesome heat. 

 

Lower Underhood Temperatures for a Cooler Ride

In tests, header-pipe heat wrap has been shown to reduce underhood temperatures by up to 50%. By lowering the heat produced by the exhaust system, you help everyone inside the car stay cooler for a more enjoyable ride.

 

How to Install Exhaust Wrap

Typical exhaust wrap installations call for pre-soaking the wrap in water. With Heatshield Products exhaust wrap, you only need to spray the wrap with water during installation to reduce the amount of loose fibers and chances for skin irritation. Once you’ve finished wrapping the header pipe, use a light application of clear coat spray to prevent fraying of the end of the wrap, then fold the end under the last complete coil of wrap around the pipe to keep it secure.

 

Find the Perfect Exhaust Header Wrap for Your Vehicle

At Heatshield Products, we have an extensive selection of exhaust header heat wrap options for every application from the most basic to the most extreme, including Tier 1 and Tier 2 OEM supply and comprehensive aftermarket solutions. All of our heat wraps are water and fungi-resistant keeping your exhaust pipes safe from rust. Our wraps also come in a variety of colors to match your personal taste and needs. All of our wraps are made from premium fiberglass, basalt, and silica and are free of asbestos for your health and safety. 

 

Need help deciding which exhaust heat wrap or heat shield product for your car is best for you? Contact us today for more information and a free quote.
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			Proposition 65 requires businesses to provide warnings to Californians about significant exposures to chemicals that cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. These chemicals can be in the products that Californians purchase, in their homes or workplaces, or that are released into the environment.
		

	



    